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~. 

S~ Appposition an.d Subordinate Constructions 

__ §. Mediation and Discourse Centrality 

7. Historical Speculations 

ABSfRAcr: F..wakLJaZiz possesses. a set of constructions ZJhich appeal' . 
anaZogous to EngZish reLatives. It is certainty possibZe to rep
resent these constructions as arising from underlying sente~~es. 
Internal evidence . suggests, hOZJeve2~, that relatives al'e better. 
described as nominal e...,en in their 1.I.1'ldsrZying form, and are 
appositionaZZy reZated to any nominal, ZJith ZJhich they are associated •. 
The concept of apposition is not restricted in usefuZness to 
reZatives; argwnents are given to demonstrate that suiJordir.a.te 
constructions are .aLso Zinked to their rr.atriz senten.ces ,;. 
through apposition. The diseourse function of subordinate jOI'TT',s 
vis-a-vis their mo~hoZogicaZ characteristics raises serious 
questions about the absoZute vaZidity of the Ze=icaZ ZabeZs lIP . 
and 8 in K:uJaJa;aLagrarrmar. These questions r(lfer not mereZy to 
the 'WeZZ-krzozm froeedom' of steTTJ8 ZJith respect to morpho1.ogicaZ 
frames but to zjhether 01' not the notions 8 ~ V and NP can be .' 
'WeZZ-defined in a:-non-triviaZ 'Way in IWalGJaZa. 80me specuZations .: 
are offeped on the reZation of these issues to y..z.,)a~Za historical, 
deveZopnimt. . 
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o. St:LIdellts ofKwakW3l~,Fand'Of NOrth\t,restern'l8.Il.ooUages generally,· . 

owe a debt to Franz Baas and George Hunt so great that it almost 

defies . assessmellt~ There is no lack of lip-service to the extraordin-' 

ary quality of their contribtition, but to fully appreciate the 

value of their lyork it is necessary to be m..-are of the difficulties 

one encounters in the fine details of analysis in Kwakwala. Boas. is 

known for his progrmmnatic statanents on linoouistic relativity, but 

unlike its earlier advocates he pursued this doctrine in writing 

grammars of a language ,dlose structural plan, from the Europeanis point 

ofvia{, is forbiJJingly remote and inaccessible. 

There can be no doubt of the difficulty Boas faced. Serious work 

on Kl\'ak"\~a had only been carried out by Hall, the Anglican missionary 

in . .:J.ert Bay irall 1877 to· 1910. In a letter from Alert Bay written in 

l~te sunner of 1889 Roas lVTote: 

"Hall, th~ r.lissionary here, \\'3.5 unfortunately very [?], a 
thb1.g I could have guessed from his so-called grammar. I have 
stumbled upon a few problems l",hich \",ere very obvious but l\1lich he 
did not recognize during all the twelve years he has been here." 

(Rolmer, 1969, p. 112.) One such problem was the status of the person! 

aeictic systan, outlined bela-v. A glance at Hall t S grammar reveals 

only the haziest understanding of this systan which so thoroughly pervades 

K ... -ak\~a. Boas thus had. no guide to the systan, and was forced to work 

it out almost fran scratch. Among other diffiOllties, he had to overcane 

the various false leads that Kwal-walapresents in its deictic paradigms. 

These paradigms show considerable overlap in the formal shape. of person 
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suffixes, and theseparation.of "these. suffixes into.indicative,. 

possessive· and SUbordinate categories seems-to me to· repr~ent. 

one of the outstanding intellectual achievements of . .Amerindian 

. lingw.stics. Of the work itself Boas camnents, 

lithe language. [Kwakwala] is terribly hard andcanplicated. The 
Chinook and Tsimshian are easy in canparison ••• the KliakiUtl is 
nruch harder than I thought. It·is the first Indian language I 
have worked lvith which has irregular verbs, etc. and they are 
terribly difficult to handle ••• I think it is even harder 
than Eskimo." 

(Rohner 1969, pp. 248-251.) 

In his 1911 sketch Boas obsel"V'es that "since pronominal 

representatives of all nouns that fonn part of the sentence 

are used for expressing their syntactic relations, the disOlS

sion of the syntactic structure of the sentence 'is essentially 

a d~scussion of the pronoun." (p. 527.) This of course represents 

a conception of the danain of synta."( different from current ideas, 

and in. tIris paper I offer sane suggestions about Kwakwala syntax 

in tenns of these more recent concerns. In particular, I propose 

in the discussion below that of the two canpeting transformational:. 

generative models most widely invoked during the past decade--· 

to which I will refer as transformationalist and lexicalist, 
. :. 

respectively--only one seems compatible in a non-ad hoc way 

with the facts of Kwakwala relative formation. 

The issue of models is important to the field linguist working 

with non-Indo-Furopean languages who is WlSUre of how the meta-

language o~ gr311JlIl!tical description is to b~ applied' to the f~ts 

observed. Those theOreticians who opposed the movement in the 

late '60s and early '70 toward highly abstract tmderlying represent
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atioris insisted on a much tighter para11eli~ between tmderlying 

and surface 'syntaciit;l'epresenfatiOnthaIl the Asp80ts !nodel had 

requited (e. g., Chansl-y 1970),' a principle which has significant 

implications for the statUs of descriptive worl<: in the Northwest. 

Xortil\\'estern languages often prove so refractory to the applications 

'of certain metatheoretical concepts--particularly those arising 

fram transforrnationalist approaches--that syntactic formulations 

based on these concepts frequently seem devoid of empirical 

content. TIle fact that increasingly researchers rely on lexical 

relations ra~ler than transformations to capture generalizations 

about the behavior of related constructions means that we no longer 

have to treat such constructions as arising from identical or 

nearly identical sources simply because they aPe in sane sense 

relateJ. 

In this context, I hope to show til.at the label "relativization," 

",hlle convenient, is not fully appropriate to the description of 

a class of constructions in K\vakwala \ihich, on the basis of 

their English translations, do appear to correspond to English 

relative clauses. I shall also suggest that neither "pass ivi zation't 

nor "topicali:ation" are appropriate descriptions of a type of 

relation beween sentences which elsewhere has been designat~ 

by one or both of these rubrics. An apparent connection between 

these n\~ typ~s of cor~truction requires ~~lanation and makes 

it necessary 'to discuss tll~ togetiler. 

1. Kmili~-ala, and \'lakashan generally, belongs to the southern 
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typological sub-area within the Northwest which also includes 

Chemakuan, Salishan and to some extent Tsimshian.The cha.racteIj

zation VSO is not entire~y appropriate· for a number of these· 

languages, thou&h it ls frequently given. In the case of Kwalc.wala .: 

the correct formula is VSX, .where X is a non-subject constituent, 

indicating that_ there is same freedau. in the arrangement of these 

constituents. 

Sentence. constituents belong to one of three morphological· 

classes whose membership can, . for ,the most part, be precisely 

defined in terms of both syntagmatic and inflectional possibilities. 

These classes are stems~ au:x;iUaries and partic'Les; the latter 

appear to derive historically from stems. Inflection is marked 

by ei ther suffixation or, in the case of particles, quasi

suffixal trea tmen t akin to the appearance of final -m on English 

object pronotmS. Stems are morphemes or morpheme sequences w"hich 

penni t suffixation referring to subject noun phrases • Auxiliaries 

do not penni t such suffixation, but do take tense and person markers 

and invariably precede the stems with which they fonn constiuents. 

Auxiliaries have very restricted derivational suffixation compared 
:. 

with stems. Particles do not take tense or derivational suffixation; 

they usually precede stems, fOnning constituents which I will refer 

to as NPs on the basis of the case markingftmction of the particles.' . 

The major grammatical constituents of the sentence are 
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,inflected according. to,c~iteria of discourse centrality (prmalY or 
, -- --.~'-' - ~- -,or ".... ~ - -/ >' 

non-primary), mediated or Unmecliated. status, visibility, pr~ty 

and person. The distinction mediated/W1lllediated encompasses .-
" -'" ~_ -.-~_- /' .... \_H;-"_,,).,~:( ,~:,.<,_,-'"._ ... ~ ~::;- ",,.~,,;.,'--,, __ , 4- _ ." - , 

. ~ , "\,'- -

possessive and foregrounding constructions; the traditional division 

between indicative and possessive classes of suffixes does not 

ta.l\:e sufficient aCCOlmt of the wide range of grammatical contexts 

in h"hicJl tlediated inflection occurs. Some of these contexts will 

be described below. Discourse centrality is the parameter 

which separates \\That is usually described as naninal. inflection 

from predicate inflection and \vhich also separates subordinate 

from non-subordinate constructions. The advantage of the notion 

of discO'..lrse centrality is that it helps account for the fact 

t..~at certain constuctions in Kwalavala appear to have simultaneously 

nominal and sentential force (see belDlv, Sec. 6 :.) 

ProxL'llity is defincJ with respect to the speech situation: 

near the speaker, near the hearer( s) I near neither. However, there 

is sooe evidence that proxL-nity may be defined not only according 

to the deixis of tile actual speech situation but also with respect 

to the subject of~le sentence vis-a-vis other participants in 

L~e situation, at least in narrative discourse. 

Person is defDled according to tile speech situation as speaker, 

hearer, other, speaker plus hearer, speaker plus other. The 

person~kers referring to the latter two categories are possibly 

historically deriv~ frao collocation of the person marker for

speaker (-In) and, respectively, the person marker for hearer (-s) 

and the deictic suffi.'lc for other proximate to hearer (-tq:~ (see 
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Person Markers 
. -

Subject 
1st sg. -icmh 

2nd -s . 
3rd w:unarkec1 
1st incl.. -ems 

exel. -vllllX'" • 

Deictic Markers (Third P~son) 
Subject 

prox. visible 
1st + -k 

-ga 
2nd + -ux'" . 

-u? 
3rd + -iq 

-i? 

Deictic Markers (NPs) 

prox 
1st ( -)gada 
2nd .. ux"'da • 
3rd. -ida 

Postnamina1 Deictic Suffixes 

prox. visible 
1st + -k 

. -ga 
2nd + -be • 

-ax .... -alt . . 

3rd + unmarked 
-a 

Object 
\mDB.rked . 

-uA 
-q 

tmmarked 
unmarked 

Object 

-q..)k 
. -~ga 

·w -q 
-q'" .... -qu? 
-q 
-qi 

-~gada 

(-)x"'a .... -xuxwda 
• • • 

(-)~ 

.: . ., . .. :-" 

- . 
~ .'~ 

'':' .... 

. . ~ Oblique _- :.: .; 
v .•. _-anA ... -, : .... 

-us 
-s 

·-.ns·. 
-unux'" • 

Oblique 

-s~k 

-sga 
_suxw 

• 
-su? 
-5 

-si 

-sgada 
(_)s~W 

(-)sa 

. Unmediated or 
Fig •. 1: Direct Reference 
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2nd 

1st incl 

excl 

,.'." -g~n 

2nd. + -~n 
.. 

3rd + -.m 

1st + -gas 

200 + -us 

3rd + -is 

1st + 

2nd + -uns 

3rd + 

1st + 

2nd + 

3rd + 

" 

:;-g . ~ verbal- oblique 
person < 

-ga " 
-q " 
~q II 

.of II 

-a " 
-g " 
-ga 11 

-q " , 
" -q 

.of " 
-a If. 

-a 
0 " 

-ga " 
-q " 
-4 " 
.of " 
-a " 
-g II· 

-ga " 
-q " , 

" -q 

.of n 

-a " 

Fig. 1: mediated status markers for 
1st a.Ttd 2nd person. 

*Anempty space in this column indicates 
the same suffix as that given immediately 
~ove. . 
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Figure 1; the glottal s'tOll Boas recorded for the first ~,erson exclusive, 

category is varialJle,:and the fricati.v~, ~ch,he recorc:Ie4 ~,veiar~ 'is 

definitely UVU!~.J ':". :. 

Visibility is defined with ~~pect to the speaker's ability to see' 
, ", 

somethi:ng or someone in the situation referred to.' 
" " 

" Synchronically, -cia is al\'l3.ys used in non-subordinate contexts to 
, ", ga 

mark, a subj ect NP in conjWlCtion with prec~ Stan- ~v - (except 
1 

in a very restricted set of contexts; 'see Boas 1911, p.S43.) In 

contemporary I~ala, the i'postnominals" are formations which seem , 

to e.xhibi t concord with person suffixes in the predicate J but it 

seems likely that original~y they represented stem-suffix conStruc-'·i: 
, " 

tions whidl became fixed in final position. In any case, the tem 
. 

"postnaninal" is not an entirely appropriate label, since it implies 

that the foms to which postnominals are attached do not have 

predicative status. As I shall suggest below, subordinate cons 

represent an instance in which the nominal/predicate and, even nominal/ 

sentential distinction ismorphosyntactica.lly untenable, and therefore 

So different sort of distinction is required to describe the 5i tuation. 

2. One, of the most typical K\'lal.'l3.la predicate constructions con-
ga -

sists of the sequence V [Stem - ~w - dalV NP. Fpllowing this 
1 

construction there may be an NP following the first, with the fonn 

~a NP or sa NP; both may be present, depending on the syntactic UV~,,,~ 

ilities of the verb. TIle ir.mediately postverbal NP is identified as 

,agent if 1:heF~cate is !x.ansitive; :p1_,~'P designat~s theobjec~_, 

and sa NP an oblique constituent. (In all- such statements I use 
" -

It 
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¥ and sa to stand for their respective seri-es ~fparticles.) 
Usually there is no difficulty in elicitingt\,ro other sentence 

types relatecl to the one just described according to the following 

pattern: 

(1) a. Stem-deictic-da NPl p. NP2 sa NP3 
. W t. 

l1dpid-i-da g.,mandm ¥ guk sa t~sdm 

thrmv-remote-da child obj house obI rock 

"The child hit the house ,vi. th a rock (by throwing.)" 

b. St~-su(?)-deictic-da ~~2 sa NPI sa NP3 

nvpid-su(?)-i-da gukw sa g~nan~ sa tis~m 

thrO\v-su(?) -remote-da house obI child obI rock 

''The house ,,,as hit by a rock (thrown by) the child." 

c. Stem-ayu-deictic ~'P3 ~a i\1J'2 sa NPl 

n~pid-aYU-i-da tisJm ~a gukw sa gvnanJm 

thrm .... -ayu-remet.e-da rock obj house obI child 

''TIle rock was what the child threw at the house. II 

TIle use of -sue?) and -a}~ permits tlle topiCalization--that is, 

the appar~nt promotion to subject status--of ~a and sa NPs. TIle 

tenn "topicalization" seems clearly preferable to "passivization" 

because the type of construction represented by ec) is hardly a 

candiJate for the designation "passive," and (c) and (b) are 

morpl:ologically parallel and t.~erefore ought to be approached as 
. . 

I!lUc.~ as possible as instances of a single phenomenon. -ayu, moreover, 

also is used to produce instrumental NPs with the fom stem - ayu. 
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This productive possibility of ':'ayu suggests that there is -a 
. . '. 

certain derivational charaCter to the use of these suffixes J which 
, 

I prefer to label "focus" elements. -sue?) and -ayu seem to occur 

in a spectrun of focus affixation, which includes suffixes __ whose 

derivational character quite clear. In the case of -vnt, which 
,.I! 

seems to add the meaning "that which is _ the sOUrce or cause of-':'-It 

" to stems, the patterning of constituents is much the same as in 

the case of -ayu, with one obvious difference: 

''TIle child is afraid of that man." 

k~-l-i-da g~nanvnt sa bJgW~ 

be afraid of-con-remote-da cllild sa man 

"The mall frightens that child." 

k.rl-."m-i-da bvgWan.Jm ¥ g~nan""m 

be afraid of -source -remote -da man xa child 
- . 

The use of -dm pennits l.mat woulcl otherwise be a sa :t\'P 

to appear as subject but, unlike -ayu, requires that the 

NP which is subject following a predicate with the shape 

V[Stan]v be preceded by ~a, as in the above example, when the 

predicate is V[Stan-.mt]V. -dm has a very nar:t'OWdistribution, 
• • ' .~ 4 

-applying only to a limited rang~ of stems with ~eanings like 

"be afraid· of," "be surprised at" and so on.' In general, 

then, -;.,m exhibits a distinctly deriVation type of co-occur- ' 

renee pattern.'. .'! 

1.1. 
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Thus, l,1rlle 4efinitive. evidence"O~ the po~t is ~ot yet available, 
". ' .. ,~. ~" '. '.'~.> t!:~ ..... :- .", ,.," .(,..::'~ ",i ~::.: '". '. -, . • -: •. ~. ,'- , .. :.~~; ~ '. ..- .":- ~,:', 

.... -M.~~:: ~~ ~~~ .. :e:S~~ re~~ *t ff>?~~~~~~r~~e;;'~f:,~f~~;s~+~~~-~", 
_ . is an esseqtially Zerica~process, by ~cll predicates are 'crea~ed 

'.'-~~"" ,,:'-'. ~. ;~ ..... ~ ," '"',' .. ..:.. ". .., .,.'" .. ~ --.~; ---' ~ .. ,." .~ ". :. . ... ... 

lvnich ~pos~ a certain case int~:rnr~tatiOIl Qll their subjects, and on 
." -. .; . : " ".---.- .,' ~ ~ -~ .:: -. :::.... 

other i-t"Ps associated with the cl~e. \'1e ~y gloss -ayu as '~ea.~ of , II 
. .,",: ." - .. . -", 

on the basis of its use as both a predicate fonnant an4 as a naninal 
. -.,".; '-', .: 

fomant, ~"'ld in parallel fashion we may assign the gloss flgoal of" 
. ~ 

to :-su(?). It is worth noting that :-ayu and -sue?) themselves exhibit 

be~\een them the continuum-nature of focus affixation. On the one 

h.a.~, -su(?) is far more general syntactically than -ayu in that 

it can be used to topicalize any NP preceded by ~, ,,,hile -ayu 

carl only topicalize non-agentive NPs. On the other hand, -sue?) is 

restricted to predicates of action or condition; -i ImlSt be used 

for ;a-focus ,{hen the pred~cate refers to the senses or to some 

menml ftUlction such as mowing. 

It is worth, pointing out that a foregrounding process superficially 

similar to topicalization e..xists in Kwak\V'ala: in both cases constituents 

are moved to the left. Foregro~"1ding, ho,V'ever, involves selection 

of a constituent for special emphasis and asssignment of verb status 

to tiris constituent through the use of mediated status suffixes. ,Thus 

note the parallelism of (3) and (4): 

''Your father is sick." 

~xlt-Us ?Ontp';q-us 

sick-your (hearer prox/vis) father-hearer prox/v.is-hearer obI 

lL 
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"It' 5 a gull you see." 

cikw-us doqw-~-q-us 

gull-your (hearer prox/vis) se~-goal f0CU5~hearer prox/vis-hearer obI 

The gloss "your" in (3) and (4') is convenient; but a more accurate 

interpretation would be "second person mediates between- verb. and 

subject." The association of both possessive and agent/experiencer 

meanings is.characteristic -of the morphology of both verbs and NPs; 
{ 

depending upon gra~tical context,. the nature of this mediation in-

volves either possession or participation, a situation lm.idl, 

as W. S. Allen has illustrated, is not at all WlCORlr.lOn amongst the 

world's languages (Allen 1964.) It is particularly significant in this 

that the possessive suffixation following tile deictic el~ents in NPs 

is, as indicated in Fig. 1, identical Witil tile oblique person markers 

in the verb, since tile oblique case rafers to non-objects and is 

frequently used to specify the agent in topicaliz.ed constructions. 

3. In the following discussion r use thetenn "relative" rather than 

"relative clause" for reasons lihich will become evident. Constructions 

containing relatives appear to be ~ogous to English relative con

structions in which the relative pronoun is absent, as in "I saw the 

John plays cards with:" 

(5) doqwdl~~a ~a bvgWanvm nJpida?s sa:tisvm 

"I Sa\V' the man who thre\'l the rock." 

doqW-l-Jn~ ~a bugWanum AJp-x?id-a?s sa iisum 

see-experience-I obj man tlrrow-transition-third per obI rock 

Phrases such as Avpid( ~a?s) sa tis~ ar~ generally used following 

;3 
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an.NP, as in example (5). However, they also appear as NPs themselves, with 
.-j"-"..-."",",~_ , f < .-., ;;.,.-" ~,- ' 

no pr~ceding NP. r..'Ps appear ldtlrin clauses as subject, object,_ oblique and/or 
"'j:;w"" -~ _.t- ~ - -?-t: "'-e"'",,_ "\<- ,,' -','.-

-indirect constituents. For each of these statuses there is a con-
" ,~ '" .' ,.- ; -,' ; ,!", 

struction in which stem (-focus) (-m~iated) appears positionally and 

morphologically as an NP: 

(6) a. q~lbL1Yda mdx?id~ 

"The one who hit it is tired." 

CJlk-uxY-da IDdx-x?id-x t. • 

be tired-prox-da hit-transition-praximate 

b. doqY J1..mita ~Ya rn.Jx?id(s.J,.,.) ~ 

"I Sl!e the one ,.;ho (got) hit." 

doqY-l-.mt. .:z:Ya IDJx-x?id (-su?)-~ 

see-experience-I obj (hearer prox) hit-transition
(goal focus)-prox 

"1 was given (it) by the one \<Who was hit." 

co~su(7)-.J~ sa m.Jx-x?id-su(7) 

give-goal focus-lobI hit-transition-goal focus 

"I gav~ the box to the one who got hit." 

cO-unit sa gdldas I~Ya ~x-x7id-su(?)-.:z: 

give-I cbl box indirect (hearer prox) hit-transition
goal focus-proximate 

There ar~ some other imporUlIlt clues to tll~ proper descrip~ion 

of K\\'"cik-wala relatives. In the first place, and most obviously, . 

thl!re are no sententiaJ. markers in relative constructions. In the 

second place, the for.:tS used to refer to a past setting for the 

14 
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relative is JlQt the noma! past suffix -xd but the fOl'Dl -xde, 
J. . . . 

which Boas glosses as "transition from present to the past, or 

rather fran eXistence to non-existence." (Boas 1911, p. ~86.) 

The resanblance between the two suffix~ is san~'lhat misleading, 

for at the time of Boas I early work the ordinary past tenSe suf-

fix seans to have 118.<1 the shape -x?id, identical with the transitional 

aspect suffix. The reason for Boas' emendation of the first part of 

his gloss may be due to· the universally naninal character of the 

fonnations produced by the use of -xde: gJl "first," giJlxde ''what had 

been first;" x~sai:a "disappear," xusai:axde "one who had disappeared 

and was no more heard," and so on .. There is thus considerable sig

nificance in the fact that (NP) stem (-focus) receives -xde rather 

than -xd as "tense" inflection. 

4. To the best of my knowledge, Stephen Anderson was the first to note 

an important property of iCliakwala relative fonnations which sheds 

~ight on the status of the grammatical description of the 

relative vis-a-vis an inmediately preceding NP. Note that 

one can say 

"That is the man the wanan hit." 

hi-?dm bJg"an\Jm tft.Jx-x?id-su?-a?s sa &d3q 

distal-old infonnation man hit-transition-goal focus-third per obI woman 

but not 

(8) tciu.?Glll ~g\l~~~ ~~?idida!'~ '(p) 
., 
Wi .: ... ,,; " , ,* .. ' 

.... : 

.1.5 
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TIle second fonn would be formally canparableto Ellglishc''TIlat's 
;'/~~~'::- ~~"~~l;~~ '. ~ .. ,,~ :). ~~.;:~,?:.~' oj: ,., -;"',' '~. ", . ~. ; > J~: 1jJ ,,' _ 

th~ man the wanan hit," l.m.ile the. first sentence is analogous to 
.~":"1 ~,4 -, ~ J-';, .::.~ ':':'~"'~ ; ~, ~- ,:" -' .<'" '.-:: 

:. trThat' s the man hit by the wanan." One could sUIl1Ilarize the pattern 
• ",,, 0 - ':e ~ ';~'., .~~ -,: ~-:\ ,_.. , '., .'p. ~. • 

. ~ '. , "'-

illustrated in (7)-(8)--whidl applies to topicalization with -ayu 

and other.suffixes as well as to -su(?)--aS a constraint permitting 
--, 

only subj ects to be moved out of 10lier Ss under relativization. 

This cilaracterization of the pattern in question presupposes 

a process of relativization comparable to that usually proposed 

for English, inVolving deletion of an NP in a lower S just in 

case this ~"P is coreferential with the NP l'lith which this 10l,er S 

foImS a constituent, or some variant of this rule, such as re-

placement of the 10lver NP by a wh-fonn. 

The constraint accounting for (7) and (8) as fonm .. llated above 

accounts for the ililta, but doesn't tell us very much. It does not 

e.xplain the fact that the fonn of the relative clause after various 

"clean-up" transformations have applied is precisely the same as 

tJle fonn of a constituent l\'hich has a nominal distribution. We 

could account for this resernblrulce by supposing that tile relatives 

in (6) are actually clauses attached to an unspecified higher NP .. 

l\hich is tilen obligatorily deleted, leaving the postnominal deictic 

narking free to "float" onto the relative stem. This further as-

sumption \<iould also impose an ordering: deletion of the unspecified 

~W must precede the rule by which deictic suffixes are attadled to 

stans. 
, . 

Arguments of this sort are often unsatisfying because of ad hoc 

.16 
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devices, such as the unsp~ied NP just alluded to, which must be 
....... ~ .. , -" >".;:,,,-:'f"-'<~""~._' .. ~' .• '~:, c h.' • -, •••• : 1, ... ' 

". introduc~ to make tl,le analysis wOrk. In this 'instance we can go : 

_ ,~:;y~' ~ general ar~~~' ~ show why ~ structure such as 
(9) ~ emPi;i~i~; unsatisf~1:ory ~.'~' way of gm~~ting '~aia~'" 
relatives: 

NP 

(9) . 

where relativization can only occur when the NP coreferential with 

NPl is the subject of S. Consider the following sentences~ 

(10) a. hi?.)Jll G"'igilasa?s sa bag"'anum 
, , 

"That's 'what the man did." 

hi-?.;nn G"'i.-gil-as-a?s sa bvg"'anum 

distal-old infonnation ident:l.ty-do-dersuf-third' per obI man" 
,-;' 1ft: .. , 

b. qoAJlmflO)n1t~ G"'i?stgwasa?s sa g~ldas 

"1 know the color that that box is." 

qoA-l-a-?dm-vnh ~ G"'i-?stu-as-a?s sa gvldas 

know-experience-lex-old in-1'obj identity-color-der suE-third 

.11 
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The stan GWi- has a rather abstract _meaning which resistS satisfactory 

translation into English; the rubric lfidentity'! which 1 use here seEr.lS. 

as good as any. GWi- entails identity in two of its English senses: 

close smlarity on the one hand and an indication of the property 

or attribltespecified. by the suffixes added. to the stan on the other. 

In the latter respect GWi- ftmctions as an "anpty" stan. Fonnations 

containing -x?id "transition" or -gil "do" refer to actions or deeds, 

. and can have essentially the sa.lle distribution as other stan (-focus) 

constructions, such as those illustrated. above in (6). 

( 'l)a ?ik~"xW GWl.-ryl.-las - . ~...... ~ 

''That would be good to do. It 

?ik_~W GWi-gil-as 

good-hearer prox/vis identity-do-der suf 

b. G.01t .. .da;l,",M~ GWigilasa?s sa ~gWan.nn 

"I know what the man did." 

know-experience-lex-old info-I obj identity-do-der suf-third per ob~ man 

In principle, then, the transformationalist treatment of relative form-

ation suggested earlier should have to posit underlying structures same-

thing like (9) for (ll)a and b and similar sentences. This is, however, 

an .inadmissable solution, because there is no case relationship which 

can be established. between V[Gwi- ~~~~]vwhich corresponds ~o the 

thL'lg which is done. Oblique NPs refer to either agent or instrument, 

while an object NP associated with a verb based on GWi-x?id/gil-
• 

18 
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corresponds to "it" in "He did X to it." TIlUS there is no strUcture 

s[ v[Gwi-~~id_;]v NPl .. n]S in which anNPiexists which cou~d be .. 

coref erential with sane abstract or WlSpecified NP outside. this 

structure representing the prOduct or outcane of the action. Obviously I . 
then, (9) cannot b~ the source of (11). Therefore it appears that 

at least one cl~s of fonns exists which requires a different treatment 

fran those which are ccmpatible with the transfonnationalist approach, 

and if the solution which fits this special class also fits the rest 

of the data, then it $eaD.S preferable to the tranfonnationalist solution, 

all other things being equal. . 

I suggest that we can account for the apparent subj ect specificity 

of relative fonnation in a less ad hoc way than the transfonnationalist 

version provides if we accept the description of relatives as NPs at 

same level. The issue of whether or not NPs can have subj ects 

is not pertinent here, because tllere is no evidence, as far as I am 

aware, that transfonnations are required to account for similar NPs. 

TIle arguments in the preceding paragraph, moreover, seem to suggest 

tl13.t in at least some cases one cannot derive NPs fran tmderlying . 

SSe TIle relative construction will not, therefore, be described as 

.... 
NP 

(12) 

NP. S 

but rather as 

19 
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(13) 

f. ~. c 

L 
NP 

'. - .. 

or sOOlething silI'ilar. There is no subject in Nl'2; hence there 
- . 

is nothing to b~ raised and/or deleted. NP2 is cormected appositiona7:Ly 

to ~'Pl a..'1d the shape of the stan in the former identifies the 

preceding NP as means, goal or agent. Hence it is natural that 

(8) is ungr~~tica1, since tile constituent following the first 

NP cannot applr appositionally. This solution is canpletely ·com-·~· 

patible ,dth the dist;ributional and morphological evidence for the 

status of ~~2 which has already been alluded to and with the 

derivational character of focus suffixation. The latter consideration 

rr.akes the label "topicalization" sOIne\.,.hat infelicitous, since 

it suggest movanent of NPs out of some original order, and the tenns 

should therefore be restricted to identifying a partiOllar \'iord

building process utilizing focus suffixes to create predicate forms. 

Is it in fact realistic to identify stem (-focus) as NP1 At 

least one fact of Kwal-wala makes this uncertain. A rule exists 

to the efiect that independent object markers ImlSt imnediately 

fo110\v the subj ect or an intervening sa NP. Thus one cannot say 

(14) *C-,wi sa gJ1das kes~a sis ?anpus g~un 

to 



\ 
.\-"', 

but rather 

(15) ~.Jwisa g~idas gaJSu~ kesC}~ sis. ~anpus .". 

"Ile gave me the box your father made." 

co-i sa goi1das g<3f.Jn ke-su(?) sis ?ornp-us 

' .. ;' 

give-third per renote/invis obI box me carve-goal obI/hearer ~~. 

If we insist on representing the full relative construction as 

, (13), then (15) violates the A-over-A constraint, since a string 

daninated by a label NP is moved out of a string itself dCJ!linated . 

by NP. One way ~ound this difficulty 'WOuld be to assume that 

NPland NP2 are not daIiinated by NP, but, say, directly by S. In 

other ·words, it may be that NPI and NP2 do not fonn a constituent. 

On the whole, however, I am not convinced that NP is necessarily 

the proper label for such contituents at all. 

5 • To complete this r.eviet .... of arguments pertaining 

it will prove useful to survey briefly some r.lorphosyntactic 1"'I,..r~n"''''1"; 

of subordinate constructions in Kl .... al-wala. Boas distinguished two 

fon11s of subordination, temporaL and causaL (e.g., Boas 1911, p. 

547), but it is obvious that the latter is distinguished frOr.t the 

fonner only by virtue of the 6ten with which the subordinate con

struction is associated. In causal subordination subordinated rna 

is associated with the stan qa-, "in order to/because," which is' 

not the case in temporal subordination. If we examiile' the structure 

of embedded subordinate material, such as 

.. ' .:,. 



(16) qoA~l~~g~n qdlkik,;~ 

''lIe kncn\"S 1'm -tired." 

• 

know-experience-ulird per-speaker sub tired-speaker sub 

3Z1 

we observe that the verb/NP subordinate suffix pair J -~g~n... -ik, 

is just l\'hat we encounter in causal and tanpora1 subordination • 
.. 

Tnere is good reason to believe, then, t;hat we have a single 

granunatical entity \vhich lye may, for the time being, label subordination 

generally, \dth the partiOJlar interpretation supplied by 

features of the context. 

The actual relationship bev.\'een qvlkik and the verb in (16) 

is not obvious, because the morphological link be'byeen them, 

-~gdn, is formally different frem any of the case-marking 

particles or mediatel-status suffixes, although there certain 

similarities ,to bOUle T"u pieces of evidence strongly suggest, 

hm .... ever, that q.Jlkik is not the obj ect of qoA-l- in (16). 

In the first place, qdlkik cannot appear as the predicate subject 

\\''hen V [qo~-l-]r is topicalized. There is no pair of sentences 

comparable to English "He knO\{S that I am tired"/''That I am tired is 

known hy him." Instead, one can say 

(17) qOA~~g~n qGlkik 

"(It is) kno"n' I'm tired." 

qo~~-~gJn qdlk-ik 

knoly-goal-speaker sub tired-speaker sub 

Boru 

the 

and 

EngJ 

but 

"It 

Cc 

(18) 

Thel 

forn 

furt 

What 

"tag 

pers 

"The 

verb 

gram 
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Boas Suggests that the ~ in -?fg.m is related to the x.,which, fol'JDS 

the basis of object markers (Boas 1911, p~S41.) Both object: 

and oblique particles 'have anaphoric functions corresponding to 

, English "it." If, therefore, q"vlkik is not the object in (16) , 

but is related to the verb in saneway analogous to "I'm tired" , 

in English "He knows it, I'm tired'," then the topicalized form of 

qoh-l will naturally give rise to a structure 'analogous to 

"I t is kn~ (by him) J I '.m tired." 

Confinnation of this analysis may be found in a second 

Kwak-wala paraphrase of, (16) using a topicalized verb: 

(18) qOluionhasa baxwds~gdn qulkik 

''TIley know I'm tired." 

qOh-%-dnh s~ baxwJs-~gJn q~lkik 
• 

know-goal-speaker obI people-speaker sub' tired-speaker sub 

There seans to be some preference for use of a plural third person subject 
. ' 

, , 

fonn when an experience predicate is topicalized,a fact which lends 
" - ~ . 

further support to tile 'description of topiealization as a lexical process. 
"0,;" '", "'" " 

What is important' about (18); hoWever, is that not even the anaphoric 
I., 

"tag" which :If may provide for' q..ilkik is topicalized; i~teac:t first 

person is topicalized. The .sense of (18) is something like 

"They '~me, I'm tired.~' -~g~n is no ionger attached to ,the. 

verb:~bit to an oblique NP~ b~WOiS~' Here ther~ is no roail, , 
• " ":.;. . - _. '" .. 1<.' ~ -, . 

gramnatically speaking, for an objectNP, since the stru~ture 

, , 

';1-.,' 
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.,~' .. ~*,,( , 
If we exal:line 1:he unmarked correlate of (18);~ 

. .. :i. " ., 
.- --- .. . 

'-".~.-' ~ '. -.. -- " 

(19) 
. .. . .~ .-"- '-'"--"~ . ,'.; ,,-"'~.;-'~ . 

q01t~iida bax\l~sg~~~nA~gun'qalldk~1_ 
.' .. . . .'" ~ . . ~... " ~.-

< 

'i~eIyone mOl-lS I 'm tir~ ... 

qo~-l-i-da bax\l~s gax~nA-xg~n qalldk 
.' • ". ceo,:, 

know-eA-perience-thi!d per prox/inv~s people me-speaker sub tired-speaker sub 

we note tilat the first person object for.m gaxdn appears and the same 
.~'" '. '.~. . . . 

remarks apply as those for, (18) ~ there are no c1aus~ or sentencestructtlres 

in K\val'W-ala immediately daninated by the same S node which contain 

1:\\'0 object ~"Ps. lIenee it is clear that -:lSgvn does not mark object 

~"Ps and that we prob&bly need a different description of qolkik 

in (16)-(19). I suggest that -~g~n is in fact a postclitic Which 

establishes an appositional relationship between the subordinate 

material l\'hich follO\",s it and the V NPl ••• n which precedes it. 

It: is worth pointing out that this suggestion gains plausibility 

from the fact: t..'lat g~n exists as an independent possessive particle. 

1 t \,'Culd be l,"ell beyond the scope of this paper to present an 

int~rnal reconstruction of tile person markers, but there is excellent 

evidence that g- \ias originally a stem with the meaning "in speaker's 

Yicinit:";" unlike other deictic elements this was an independeJlt el

enent which survives as such, in my op,:inion, in the stem g~- "cane 

(toyard speaker)." .An original sequence 1c~ g-vn X, with ~ carrying 

out the anaphoric function alluded to earlie~, '..[Quld be structurally 

e."Cactly parallel to the sort of construction one finds in 

(20) tos~~~nr.~a sa g~ldas 

"1 llTas given, the box." 



r sub 

, . . , .-' 

'. 
~o-su(?)-vnA x sa g~ldas . . 
give-goal-I obj obI box 

which is literally "I was given it, the box." 
t •. • ":,. 

This line of .reasoniIlg,· which is quit~ indepeooentof that .l.V.& • .&.UWlra 

.... : ~ ... :., ". ~" :- -:~ 

above in considering relative fo:r;mation, provides a second instance 

in which apposition seEmS to be the most straighfontard solution. 

6. Apart from its significance for apposition as a gramnatical 
'.' -

relation in ICwahtala, the subordinate construction bears directly 
\ 

on the issue, raised at the end of section 5, of the proper lexical 

label for relatives. There are two facts in particular which 

demand explanations: (1) there is a' fonna1 sir.rl.lari ty between 

the morphological shape of NPs and the shape of subordinate 

constructions and (2) subordinate constructions can be used 

independently in discourse, functioning as sentences, despite 

this NP-like morphology and the absence of the verbal morphology 

which establishes links between verb and subject in the unmarked, 

. non-subordinate sentences. "It nrust be stressed that such sub-

ordinate sentences can be used in the total absence of any 

gramnatical1y subordinate verbal context.· 

TIle morphological facts are fairly staightfoIWard. The 

subordinate stem (e.g. qdlk- in the examples in s.ection 6) 

takes suffixes which refer to the translation subject, as 

follows: 

1st person: -ik 
-ig.m 

2nd person ~a?aqus 

3rd person -(?)as ·(j.ndeperuIent use) ~r -a?i (apposi 

.L.:> 
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As I have indicated els"a ... here (Levine "1977), the status of the 

-i segment l\hl.ch appears in the first person fonnsis not clear. 

Tnere is no question; hOl\'evcr, that that the rest of the 

first person morphology, -g and -g-.m, and the second person 

ending, -q-us, belong to the paradigm of nominal suffixation 

inJicating medi~ted status. It is necessary to make this notion 

more specific. By mediation I mean a grammatical situation in 

which the link between a fonn and the rest of the sentence in 

' .... hich the fonn appears involves reference to some entity 

\\'hich is identified as in some sense responsibl-e for that which 

tl.c fonn denotes. Thus, in (3), there is evidence from subordinate 

constructions that ?ompus is the subj ect of tdXq-, because the 

postclitic l.·:hich appears on the leftmost verb in pa:rallel fonns 

such as q01ldlc:~as~s q,dka? .. m ?cmp "you know my father is tired" 

is -~s, Hhich is appropriate for third person subj ects. HO\vever, 

the relationship bet\\een tuxq- "sick" or q,)lk- "tired" and the 

follOldng ~"P is not made directly, but is as it were routed 

through first person. Thus the difference bet\veen q"'.;lYak"'U;da 

guk\J:4: "The house is old" and q.JlYak"'.,m guk'" "My house is old" 

is that the link ben.,reen !;rukw "house" and (1'" .)ls- "old/rotten" 

"is meJ.iateJ. by first pe:rson in the latter case but is ~ some 

sense absolute in the fanner. That the nature of this mediation 

is not necessarily possession is shrnm in the phenomenon of 

foregrounding, exemplified by (4). It is quite clear that 

in (4) second person is not conceived as the ol.cmer of sight, 

but rather as the experiencer and; more generally, the locus or 

026 
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origin of th~ event represented in the subj oct NP ~ The mediated . 

status suffixes which. show up in NPs . are exactly parallel ; -. 

they refer the NP toa participant wll~. is e~th:~~ P'?sses,sor 

or agent associated with the NP.As (4) shows~ there is a 

redundan::y in this process in Kwakwala, since both verb and 

NP call attention to the mediating participant, so that we 

," '. 

can approximate (4) by 5 [ V[gull-via you]V NP [see-goal-via YOU]NP· 

. Given what else is known about Kwakwala granJiJar, we should be 

inclined to find this redundancy suggestive of· what may have 

been, or indeed still be, a sanewhat looser comection between 

the verb and the following NP than at first appears. I have 

discussed this possibility elsetvhere' (Levine 1978) and can 

do no more in this context than suggest it for consideration. 

Now, of the suffixal foms referring to person in the 

sUbordiruite endings given above, all but the appositional 

fonn of the third person subordinate are identical to correspond-
, . 

ing elements in the nominal. mediated status paradigm. This 
. 

certainly gives the subordinate stems. an NP-like appearance, 

and Boas was of, the opinion that such stems "mLlst be considered 

nominal in their character." (Boas 1911, p. 547.) What is ranarkab1e, 
• ttl . .' r'. , .' . ~. ,.,. 

then, is that these extremely NP-like foms can be used as 
" ...• 

independent· sentence with no appositional relation to any preceding 

, grammatical material. There is ~ way, even in such independent, 

uses, ~ intr~ce an NP subject directly; one must use. 

a construction such as: 



. I . 
(2l)'q~Ika?as .sa ~gV~m 

• ~ • ......: •. ¥" - ~ • 

i'The man is tired.~' 

" . qu~~~~?as~s; Jk;~~an~m' 

. 
/ 

;.. .", .. - ~, . ' 

which is analogous to ''he's tired, the man." Yet in spite of 

the evidently non-verbalchara.cter of subordinate stems, 

such stems have from the discourse point of view a fully sentential .. 
status. 

We can canbine this observation lvi th one made earlier, that 

'''hen one llTishes to foreground a constituent one makes it 

the \"erb of a sentence. Foregrounding in general seems to 

be a process of special emphasis, underlining or in some sense 

marking a constituent as the primary infonnation in a stretch 

of discourse. If, then" the verb in Klyaklvala is the status as-

signa! to the most central element in discourse, it is a corollary 

that non-verbal elements are non-central in some sense. 

I suggest that the kinship bet\\'een subordinate constructions 

and ~TPs in structural appearance arises from their common membership 

in the class of dis:!oW'stJ pel'ipheraZ constituents, \1hile verbs 

represent the disco;.aase centraZ element in a sentence. But to some 

extent such a dichotomy breaks .do\'.TI the syntactic dist~ction 

beTh'een S and NP-like constituents, since now either type of 

constituent may be used independently if the discourse con~ 

ditions are right. For e.xample, if someone is sick and I try to 

coerce tlns person into gomg' outside to shovel $nOW, saneone else 



/ 

.' 
may say simply 

. (22) ~C)~~?~;~( :'. .:. 

"He's sick" 

. ~ " 

sick:?-sub-third per 

and this sentence will be taken as an objection to my: attenpts at 

coercion, even if nothing else is said. The reason is that (22) 

is a ~bordinate fom, ~ is peripheral in the discourse conteXt, 

part of l'lhich is WlStated--iIl partiOllar, quite possibly, the 

central fact of the discourse, that the sick person is sonieone I 

am trying to .~force outside. In other l'lords, use of the subordinate 

indicates that the person who says (22) does not regard this 

infonnation as most crucial for its m-.'Il sake, but only salient because 

of the fact that it is inappropriate for·.a sick person to behave 

as I want him or her to. So the force of (22) is, "But (how can 

you make such demands?)he's sick." In sentences like (17) or 

(18), where the subordinate appears in explicit sentential 

context, _ the interpretation I have just offered is equally 

well motivated, because the crucial fact, in terms. of the appos-

itional status of the subordinate, is that "It is lcno\m by him," 

which is paired with the less significan itEmization of LJhat is· 

known. 

If the foregoing line of reasoning has any meri t ~ lie have to 

confront the issue posed by the use of lab~ls Such .. as NP and . 
'" ..... , 

S in Kwakwala. The privilege of independent occurrence is . still 



an importal"lt criterion for assigning sentential status to 

stretc."1es of discourse; "nominal" elements are pot. supposed. 

to be able to constitute actual statements except Wlder very 

restricted dicourse conditions. The situation in Kwakwala 

discourse suggest that the distinction S/NP may not be the 

best, at least from certain points of view J for the 

description of the language. Naturally this has implications 

for the proper lexical labelling of relatives, but, obviously, 

is of tremendous significance for aZZ aspects of grammatical 

decription in Kwala.;ala. 

i. It is impossible within the confines of a paper such as 

this one to explore subordinate constructions and the 

discourse central/peripheral distinction in any detail; I have 

considered these problems at greater length in Levine 1978 • .Among 

o~:er w~tters I have att~mpted in this latter paper to consider 

the implications for synchronic Kwal'Wala morphosyntax of an at 

least partially clear evolution in the various person-marker 

paradigns. This evolution appears to have begun at an early 

stage lvit.1. a set of irulependent stems , .. hose meanings \vere connected' 

to case or deixis. These stans gradually became frozen into particles 

ancl--possibly through the workings of rules for vowel epenthesis or 

deletion--in~o suffixal and postclitic elements which nOli dominate 

the person markers. The history of these processes is complex and 

IID..lch is obscure, but if the reconstruction of what are now case

marking particles and anaphoric suffixes as independent stems is 

30 
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basically correct, . then. ICwakwala at an earlier time did not have 

structures like NP[ p8.rticie[X]particle NP]NP' ~t r~ther ... , ' 

y[ V[X]V NPly • The earlier language would appear to have 

relied e:rtreme7,y heavily, perhaps excluSively, upon appositional 

relations amongst a number of constituents of :this latter type, 

with each such cOnstituent having the fom V(erb) ,S(ubject) and 

with a special morphology reserved for particularly important 

itans--itans which have becane the sole morphosyntactic V of 

the modern language. 

It is clear that this process of reinterpreting stEmS as 

particles has been going on for a long time, but one cannot 

help speculating on the role played by contact with Indo-European 

speakers in. accelerating such developments. One of the most 

significant thrusts of contemporary work in ~ndo:'European 

syntaxes is the:- body of widence for a verY -heavy use of em

bedding as a feature of the base rules. In addition, such languages 

sean to require that a stretch of discourse contain at least 

one fonn with uniquely predicative morphology in order to qualify 

as a sentence. In the Northwest, where so many languages give 

the appearance of ani tting either or both of these characteristic 

, 'features, contact with ~lish may well have resulted in a 

, superficial convergence between English and native linguistic 
..,. . ,- "'-' .. -.-

structures •. 

Certainly this has not been true in all cases. l'li ~ the 

..3'1. 
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assimilated to Indo-European syntactic form in any "significant 

, way. Kl ... alaolala, alldperhaps Northern WB.ka.slWl gener8uy, seems-

" to havebeen'Pur~~lts-~:~h~~i~<i~~:or~~tical 
- • .; •• '." ."'c. ':"". ." ~:. '~"':'"~.:. > -.- "' .... ~ 7: __ '":'. ,;t'.~ -e' ... ~;.:. ., f·~.t:.:~·:' .: .. " 

evolution in a direction ra~er against the typological 
... .",' • '"!". --::~;'" 

grain of-the'rest of. the southern-NOrthwest CoastL" ".' ' 

It is inevitable that ,in a short paper such as this a 

large nLmlber of .important points and ideas llIlSt be left 

Wldiscussed.. There is Olrrently a revival of interest in 

Kl ... a}a\rua after many years of neglect, and scholars attempting, 

to build on the superb foundation laid by Boas and limt 

will have to adapt many current concepts of grammatical struc

ture to the extremely diffiOll t problems posed by the details 

of K\\'alaiala syntax. The argtmlents given in this paper are offer

ed as a tentative first step to\\rard such an adaptation. 
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